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G
raphene, with its unusual electrical,
mechanical, and thermal properties,
presents new opportunities in fun-

damental research and practical applica-
tions.1-4 Most experimental investigations
of graphene have been focused on exfo-
liated small-area specimens, usually re-
stricted to single-grain regions. Recently,
large-area synthesis of high-quality but
polycrystalline graphene has been ad-
vanced as a scalable route to applications
including electronic devices.5-9 The pre-
sence of grain boundaries (GBs) may have
detrimental effects on some electronic,
thermal, and mechanical properties of gra-
phene, including reduced electronic mobil-
ity,6-9 lower thermal conductivity,10 and
reduced ultimate mechanical strength,11

yet on the other hand, GBs might be bene-
ficially exploited via controlledGB engineer-
ing.12 The study of graphene grains and
their boundary is therefore critical for a
complete understanding of this inter-
esting material and for enabling diverse
applications.
Since graphene is a two-dimensional

one-atom-thick carbon membrane, the
GB in graphene is a one-dimensional en-
tity. This is in contrast to regular three-
dimensional materials for which the GB is a
two-dimensional surface. The GB of gra-
phite has been investigated using scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) for over 20
years,13-16 and more recently, STM and
other surface studies of grains and bound-
aries have been performed on epitaxially
grown graphene on single-crystal subs-
trates.17-22 Unfortunately, such surface
probe techniques are either extremely
time-consuming and not appropriate for
large-area characterization13-18,20-22 or
lack suitable spatial resolution in the case
of low-energy electron diffraction and

microscopy.18,19 Moreover, true atomic-re-
solution imaging at the GB of graphene
unperturbed by the substrate structure has
not been achieved, hindering fundamental
understanding of the electronic and me-
chanical properties of polycrystalline gra-
phene structures.
TEM, a direct and relatively fast imaging

tool ideally suited for suspended atomically
thin membranes, has been successfully ap-
plied to study adsorbates on graphene using
modest-resolution machines23 and, using
aberration-corrected instrumentation, to
the local atomic structure of graphene
itself.24-26 We show here that scanning
electron diffraction in STEM mode (SED-
STEM) makes possible fast and direct iden-
tification of GBs. We also demonstrate that
dark-field (DF) TEM imaging techniques al-
low facile GB imaging for high-angle tilt GBs
in graphene. GB mapping is systematically
carried out on large-area graphene samples
via these complementary techniques. The
study of the detailed atomic structure at a
GB in suspended graphene uses aberration-
corrected ultra-high-resolution TEM, which
shows the theoretically predicted alternat-
ing pentagon-heptagon structure along
high-angle GBs.
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ABSTRACT We report direct mapping of the grains and grain boundaries (GBs) of large-area

monolayer polycrystalline graphene sheets, at large (several micrometer) and single-atom length

scales. Global grain and GB mapping is performed using electron diffraction in scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM) or using dark-field imaging in conventional TEM. Additionally, we

employ aberration-corrected TEM to extract direct images of the local atomic arrangements of

graphene GBs, which reveal the alternating pentagon-heptagon structure along high-angle GBs.

Our findings provide a readily adaptable tool for graphene GB studies.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphene was synthesized by adapting a recent
report of CVD synthesis on copper foil.8 After the synthe-
sis, TEM samples were prepared via a recently developed
direct transfermethod.27 Atomic-resolution TEM imaging,
electron diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy analysis
confirmed that the graphene from this synthesis method
is mostly single layer (see Supporting Information), in
agreement with previous reports.8 STEM images de-
monstrate that graphene of large area (more than
20 μm� 20 μm) can be perfectly transferred to commer-
cial TEM grids, with non-single-layer regions (including
local folding structures) comprising less than 10% of
the sample area (see Supporting Information).
Grains andGBs are identified using SED-STEM,which

involves scanning a nanoparallel electron beam (NPEB)
across a suspended graphene membrane in the dif-
fractionmode of STEM. A related diffraction acquisition
method with scanning micrometer-size beam has
been previously used for domain mapping of poly-
crystalline films.28 When the electron beam laterally
traverses a tilt GB, gradual transitions are observed
from one hexagonal set diffraction to a relatively rota-
ted set (Figure 1); each set results from an individual
grain of single-layer graphene. Experimentally ob-
tained graphene diffraction patterns at a transition
are shown in Figure 1b-d. Diffraction patterns are
acquired with a NPEB of 45 nm diameter. The hexago-
nal diffraction pattern (A spots) in Figure 1b transitions
to a relatively rotated hexagonal pattern (B spots) in
Figure 1d. There are intermediate locations in which
both hexagonal patterns appear together in a single
diffraction graph, as shown in Figure 1c. This occurs
when the electron beam simultaneously probes both
grains at the interface. Across the transition, the in-
tensity profiles of diffraction A spots show an expected
diminishing trend, and those of B spots show an
expected intensifying trend, as the area of the asso-
ciated grain (or number of carbon atoms in its asso-
ciated graphene grain lattice) under the electron beam
illumination, respectively, decreases or increases, as
shown in Figure 1e,f.
Intensity variations of A spots, B spots, and their sum

across the transition are shown in Figure 1f. Impor-
tantly, the intensity sum of A and B spots is nearly
constant over the transition. This is compelling evidence
that the transition is due to a tilt GB and not another
microstructure, such as foldings or overlapping of two
misoriented graphene sheets. Compared to single-layer
graphene, such overlapping microstructures have multi-
layer regions and would therefore increase the effective
area of crystalline graphene under electron illumination,
which would lead to an increase of the intensity sum at a
transition, contrary to observations.
The graphene grain's lateral isolation in the sample

plane also enables us to perform dark-field (DF) TEM

imaging for facile GB identification in the case of highly
rotated (>∼10�) tilt GBs. Figure 2a shows a bright-field
(BF) TEM image of graphene (prepared on a commer-
cial Quantifoil holey carbon grid) where a diffraction
transition occurs. There are no special features that
appear to be GBs in the BF image. Figure 2b shows a
diffraction pattern with two sets of hexagonal patterns
at the transition, which are relatively rotated by 25.6�.
We selectively obtain the bright contrast enhancement
in one grain by transmitting only a single diffraction
spot (marked with dotted circles c or d) with a small
objective aperture. Figure 2c clearly reveals that the left
side is brighter than the right side of the DF image,
which is divided by a sharp line feature. The illumina-
tion change to the other transmitted diffraction spot
produces a DF image with the inverted contrast in the
graphene area (Figure 2d), while the line feature does
not change. There is no overlap between the two
bright regions in the two DF images (Figure 2c,d). This
demonstrates that the line feature thus identified is a
GB, not a local overlapping of two distinct graphene

Figure 1. Grain boundary (GB) identification through dif-
fraction series on a graphene sheet. (a) Schematic of GB
identification through a series of diffraction pattern acqui-
sitions. The dotted straight line is a tilt GB of graphene
dividing the left and right side of the graphene membrane.
A series of diffraction acquisitions across a GBwill produce a
transition from one set of hexagonal diffraction patterns to
a relatively rotated set. (b-d) Experimentally obtained
diffraction patterns at a transition. Diffraction patterns are
acquired with a nanoparallel electron beam of 45 nm
diameter. (b) Diffraction pattern showing a set of hexagonal
patterns from single-layer graphene. (c) Diffraction pattern
showing two sets of the hexagonal pattern, which are
relatively rotated by 26.0�. (d) Diffraction pattern with a
different hexagonal pattern after the completion of a
transition. (e) Intensity profiles of diffraction A spots across
the transition. The left and right peaks are the intensity
profiles for (0-110) and (1-210) spots. (f) Intensity
variations of A spots, B spots, and their sum across the
transition.
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structures. We note that the GB is generally straight but
changes its direction locally along the boundary in this
magnification range.
We have used both SED-STEM and DF-TEM to map

out graphene grains and their boundaries over a scale
large enough to encompass multiple grains. In a pre-
collected SED-STEM image, we mark and compile the
locations where diffraction patterns make transitions
for tracing a grain map. The DF technique can confirm
this mapping process at high-angle GBs. Figure 3a
shows a graphene GBmap overlaid on the correspond-
ing STEM image. The annotated angles inside the
grains are the relative angles of the grain's hexagonal
diffraction pattern measured against a reference grain
(overlaid in red) at the central region. We determine a
graphene grain size in the range of 3-10 μmusing our
synthesis conditions. One should caution that identi-
fied grain boundaries in this study are restricted to the
cases of tilt GBs. Even though nontilted GBs can exist in
graphene,21 SED-STEM and DF-TEM methods are only
applicable for visualizing tilt GBs in graphene. Aberra-
tion-corrected TEMs, which will be discussed later in
this article, can be utilized to image nontilted GBs.

Macroscopic mapping of graphene GBs additionally
allows us to systematically investigate the relative
misorientation angles between adjacent grains
(Figure 3b). A misorientation angle can be defined to
be smaller than 30� in our study due to the hexagonal
symmetry. It is found that significant portions of mis-
orientations are located around 0� (low-angle tilt GB)
and 30� (high-angle). The reported grain size of the
polycrystalline copper used for our graphene synthesis
is approximately 100 μm,7 which is much bigger than
the graphene grain size we have found here. Hence,
numerous graphene GB formations occur within a
single copper grain. The high percentage of 0� and
30� misorientations implies that there are interactions
from the copper substrate causing the preferential
lattice alignment of graphene during the graphene
synthesis. A related study correlating preferential
growth directions of graphene with the crystalline
direction of the underlying Cu(111) substrate has been
recently reported.22 Further systematic study of gra-
phene synthesis on single-crystal and polycrystalline
copper will help in understanding graphene growth
and substrate alignment.
Aberration-corrected TEMs have been used to image

atomic defects on carbon nanotubes and graphene
including vacancies and topological defects.24-26 Re-
cently, there has been a report of GB-like structures in

Figure 2. Imaging of a graphene GB via TEM dark-field
imaging. (a) TEM bright-field image of graphene on a
commercial TEM grid (Quantifoil holey carbon) at a diffrac-
tion transition. The red dashed circle is the field of view for
the diffraction pattern acquisition for panel b. The scale bar
is 500 nm. (b) Diffraction pattern with two sets of the
hexagonal pattern, showing a 25.6� misorientation. Dif-
fraction spots circled by dashed lines c and d are trans-
mitted for dark-field imaging, respectively, for panels c and
d. Amorphous carbon of the TEM grid contributes the halo
pattern to the diffraction pattern. (c) Dark-field (DF) TEM
image of the same area from the (0-110) diffraction spot.
The left side is brighter than the right side of the image,
separated by a line (the GB). (d) DF TEM imagewith (0-110)
spot d from the other set of hexagonal diffraction spots
shows the inverted contrast in the graphene area. For
panels c and d, the brightness is adjusted separately
between inside andoutside of the amorphous carbonholes.
The yellowdashed line is a guide to the eye for thegraphene
GB.

Figure 3. Graphene GB mapping. (a) GB map with an over-
laid background of the graphene STEM image. The anno-
tated angles inside each grain are the relative angles of the
hexagonal diffraction patternmeasured against the grain at
the center. The grain mapping was performedmainly using
a nanoparallel electron beamof size∼45 nm in STEMmode.
The scale bar is 1 μm. (b) Distribution of misorientation
angles between adjacent grains. Fiftymisorientation angles
are measured from rotational angles between two sets of
hexagonal diffraction patterns. There are more populations
around 0 and 30� than middle-range angles.
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few-layer graphene, but the atomic structure could not
be clearly resolved due to multilayer interference.29

Copper-catalyzed CVD graphene is ideal for atomic-
resolution GB imaging as it is mainly single layer and
offers large sample areas with multiple GBs. We have
investigated suspended CVD-grown graphene in the
TEAM 0.5 aberration-corrected microscope. We start
by scanning a graphene sample while monitoring its
diffraction pattern. When the diffraction pattern shows
a transition of the diffraction angle, we stop moving
the sample stage and perform atomic-resolution imag-
ing at the transition region.
Figure 4 confirms that tilt GBs are the origin of the

diffraction transitions we have observed. Figure 4a
shows an atomic-resolution image of a high-angle tilt
GB of single-layer graphene, which is acquired using

image Cs aberration correctionwith amonochromated
beam at 80 keV. The left and right parts of the image
are two different grains, which are relatively tilted by
26.6�. The inset shows the Fourier transform of the
image and reveals the two sets of hexagonal patterns
from two individual grains. After removing one hex-
agonal pattern set and performing inverse Fourier
transforms, we easily distinguish the distinct graphene
grains (Figure 4b,c). In Figure 4b, the contrast of the
right side of the image completely disappears, indicat-
ing that the graphene has no defects inside the grain.
The zoomed-in image of Figure 4d reveals the

detailed atomic structure of a high-angle GB of gra-
phene. Pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons, defined
by individual carbon atom positions, are overlaid with
red, black, and blue polygons, respectively. It is clear
that this high-angle GB consists of an array of alternat-
ing pentagons and heptagons without other defect
structures such as vacancies, similar to theoretical
predictions of graphene high-angle GBs.11,30,31 The
pentagon-heptagon GB is fairly stable under the
electron beam, proving its mechanical integrity. The
GB exhibits a mixture of different types of dislocations
with Burgers vectors of (1,0) and (1,1).11,30,31 The GB
also shows local bending at the atomic scale; the
majorities of GB segments are found to deviate from
the symmetric bisecting line, a result not accounted for
in simple theoreticalmodels.11,30,31 Of course, details of
the GB structure may be sensitive to graphene synthe-
sis conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we present a study of tilt GBs of large-
area monolayer polycrystalline graphene using com-
plementary TEM techniques. Conventional-resolution
TEM yields structural identification of grains and their
boundaries in suspended graphene samples if SED-
STEM or DF-TEM modes are employed. The presented
methods can readily be used to assess the quality of
polycrystalline graphene samples and aid in engineer-
ing GBs to exploit their peculiar electronic properties.12

Moreover, we present the atomic-resolution imaging
of high-angle tilt GBs in graphene membranes. Our
findings will likely benefit future theoretical and ex-
perimental studies on thin membrane grains and GBs,
including boundary diffusion, electronic structure
modification, and possible enhanced chemical reactiv-
ity at the boundary.

METHODS
Graphene Sample Preparation. Graphene is synthesized on

25 μm thick copper foil (99.8% Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, Ma),
following a recent report.8 After the synthesis, graphene is
transferred to Quantifoil holey carbon TEM grids using a direct
transfer method.27 In brief, we place the Quantifoil TEM grid
onto a graphene-covered copper foil such that the Quantifoil

carbon film side faces the graphene. Then we wet the sample
with a drop of isopropyl alcohol and dry it with a home-built
vacuum line to promote adhesion between the Quantifoil
carbon film and the graphene. Heating the sample at 120 �C
on a hot plate can produce better adhesion. The sample is
placed into a solution of FeCl3 to etch the underlying copper foil
and is then rinsed in deionized water. Before putting TEM

Figure 4. Atomic-resolution images of a high-angle tilt GB
of graphene. (a) Atomic-resolution image of graphene GB.
The left and right parts of the image are different tilt grains,
which are relatively tilted by 26.6�. The red dashed rectan-
gle is the field of view for panel d. The inset shows the
Fourier transform of the image. It shows the two sets of
hexagonal patterns from two grains. The scale bar is 2 nm.
(b) Atomic-resolution image of the same region after re-
moving one set of hexagonal patterns from the fast Fourier
transform. The contrast of the right side of the image
completely disappears, indicating that the graphene has no
defects inside the right side grain. (c) Atomic-resolution
image after removing another set of hexagonal patterns
from the fast Fourier transform. The left side of the image
disappears. (d) Zoom-in image of the high-angle tilt GB of
graphene. The pentagon, hexagon, and heptagon are
overlaid with red, black, and blue polygons, respectively.
The GB shows an array of alternating pentagon and hep-
tagon structures. The scale bar is 0.5 nm.
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samples into the microscope, the sample is heated at 180 �C for
10 min to remove adsorbates on the graphene surface.

Diffraction Acquisition and Imaging. We use a Zeiss Libra 200F
operated at 200 keV. The microscope optics use the nanopar-
allel electron beam (NPEB) setup optimized for fine diffraction
pattern acquisition in STEM mode. In our work, we use two
different configurations which give nanoparallel circular beams
with diameters of 830 and 45 nm, respectively. The 45 nmbeam
is used for Figure 1 and Figure 3 grain mapping. The 830 nm
beam is used for diffraction data in Figure 2 and Figure 3. All
diffraction patterns are energy filtered with 40 eV width. Bright-
field and dark-field TEM imaging is also performed using the
same microscope in TEM imaging mode.

Aberration-Corrected TEM. TEAM0.5, operated at 80 keV, is used
for atomic-resolution imaging of graphene grain boundaries.
The low acceleration voltage minimizes the electron beam
damage to the graphene samples. The microscope is tuned
by the image Cs aberration corrector with a monochromated
beam giving a spatial resolution of better than 1 Å, which
enables us to resolve individual carbon atoms at the grain
boundaries.
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